CHAKRA DANCING
Public Newsletter 2021 - 2022
Hello and welcome to Chakra Dancing

Wishing you a very happy Christmas and every good health and Love for 2022

Chakra Dancing & Mindful Living New Year Fresh Start New You!
At Chakra Dancing HQ in 2021 we were able to deliver all our face to face courses
and workshops. We adhered to government guidelines and were delighted to get
back into what we love to do best- share the love through creative expression!
We could not have done this without your trusted support, for which we thank you
all whole heartedly.
We facilitated two amazing 5 day Chakra Dancing training courses to heal the
body and mind through movement, meditation and dance.
Do you have a yearning to share your unique gifts with others? Gather together
groups of like-minded dancing souls in movement and creative meditation that can
support you all in a self-healing mission of love, joy and happiness. Your work is
divinely guided and your presence and illuminated spirit is needed more than ever
to raise the vibration of our beautiful planet. This is a time of great transformation
and in this unique face to face training here in Sussex you have every opportunity
to illuminate your beautiful authentic self with like-minded souls who are also part
of this glorious tribe of light workers.
If you feel you are being called to spread your starlight and would like to enrol in
the 2022 Chakra Dancing and Creative Meditation Diploma please email
info@charadancing.co.uk for a prospectus
The Mindfulness Training Diploma with Diane was very well received, giving
graduates the confidence and platform to facilitate group or individual mindfulness
to others. Diane will be teaching this small group learning Diploma in April 2022.
We are aiming to be more inclusive to everyone who has trained with us, no matter
how far away you are! We urge you to be a part of our beautiful Chakra Dancing
Tribe and join us in these powerful Live Wednesday Evening Online Monthly Zoom
Sessions with me. This live movement Zoom event with new and exciting musical
artists, and which chakra they represent is only for graduates and students to help
support, nurture and connect to the pure essence of LIGHT and FLOW: with intuitive
communication and unconditional love from the Spirit of Nature to us and all there
is. Many of you have shared with me you have found great comfort, learning and
inspirational wisdom from these exhilarating dancing monthly gatherings.
As dancing light workers the added power of movement through prayer is
everything, and something we can all do together.
Group consciousness at a heart centred place at this time of our evolution is
paramount to raise the Earth’s vibration. Our point of Power is right NOW! Not
yesterday or tomorrow and I know every one of you is a powerful and beautiful
LIGHT BEING. One for all and all for ONENESS my beautiful chakra dancing tribe!
See you on the dance floor my friends……all my love Lizzie X

JOIN US IN 2022

Lizzie Founder of Chakra Dancing Ltd
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Fabulous Memories of our Chakra Dancing Training

April 2021

Fabulous Memories of our Chakra Dancing Training
October 2021

“Dance is your pulse, your heartbeat,
your breathing.
It’s the rhythm of your life.
It’s the expression in time and movement,
in happiness, joy, sadness and envy.”
Jacques d’Amboise

“To watch us dance is to hear our hearts speak.” — Indian Proverb

CHAKRA DANCING
Monthly Wednesday Evening
Chakra Dancing Tutorial LIVE
ZOOM with Lizzie 2022
First Wednesday evening of every
month
7.30pm to 8.45pm

5 January
2 February
2 March
6 April
4 May
1 June
6 July
3 August
7 September
5 October
2 November
7 December

Tutorial LIVE 2022
NEW and existing music when you graduate
First Wednesday evening of every month £8
Join me LIVE on ZOOM for a fun Chakra Dancing
workout with the spotlight on dancing to music to
each of the chakras with new musical artists and
which chakra they best represent. Into this
colourful mix will be your Chakra Dancing Ltd
music from your USB stick. Make space in your
living room and let’s shimmy and rock together as
we boogie on down! Each month we will explore
various types of ceremony to open space and
arrive. We will then journey together through the
chakras. In this fun and creative movement
healing tutorial you are invited to explore each of
the chakras from the root to the crown. This free
form, joyful and spontaneous dance is led by
Lizzie to an eclectic mix of global musical
influences composed especially for each chakra.
The music is powerful: From the deep earthy
shamanic drumming at the root to the funky soul
of the sacral, let go of stress with the staccato
punchy Latin jazz at the solar plexus. Then
breathe in the intoxicating upbeat rhythms of the
heart. We then journey together to the higher
chakras and embrace our ancestors with chanting
at the throat before unwinding to gentle body
work with ambient nature sounds at the third eye.
Feel enlightened at the crown with a moving
angelic classical piece before descending through
the chakras to the echoes of the Tibetan Bowls to
ground the body and complete our circle of
friendship and loving kindness to each other.
Each month we will explore the oracle cards,
their meaning for the class session,
percussion and closing ceremonies…….

The last 15 minutes will be Q&A with me.
Love and healing hugs Lizzie XX

This could be you
in 2022
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Strictly Come Chakra Boogie Balance.
We can dance anywhere! Kitchen,
lounge, bedroom, hallway!
Even on Zoom!
Our live ZOOM Xmas Fundraiser on Thursday
16th December raised £200 towards Lindsay's Rescue
Animals new avian enclosure.
Thank you to everyone who joined us last night for such a fun
and joyous time
Keep Dancing!
Love from Lizzie, Lindsay and Tam

Chakra Dancing Website
©Chakra Dancing Ltd
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CHAKRA DANCING
Mindfulness Diploma
with Diane Stanton
8th/9th & 10th April 2022

CPD HAO Mindfulness Diploma
with Diane Stanton
8th/9th & 10th April 2022 West Sussex
A Wonderful Mindful Living Diploma that offers you insightful awareness, understanding and
increased inner confidence. The Mindfulness Diploma has been created to offer participants
the core practices of Mindfulness within your own practice and to facilitate Mindfulness
sessions with clients.
This Diploma offers a unique opportunity to work in a student-centred group with a maximum of
6 participants.
There will be self-study online learning in March to prepare you for the exciting and rewarding
face to face training in April.
Please email info@chakradancing.co.uk for a prospectus
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

Chakra Dancing Graduates share their feedback to the Mindfulness Instructor
Course they have just completed with Diane
Student feedback- I enjoyed learning the basis of mindfulness awareness, the presentations
were really helpful practice, writing and presenting the meditation - learning about pace, tone
and pause. I am already planning how I can incorporate these practices into my work. We had
a wonderful group of like-minded students who were all prepared to share and be vulnerable I enjoyed preparing the presentations - I like the practice within a safe space. I thought the
course was perfectly pitched. Thank you, Diane, - I loved the course. Erica
Graduation feedback Thank you so much for my certificate and the really positive feedback..
I really appreciate everything you have taught us. I feel so much more positive about running
some workshops in the new year .. starting with some beginners workshops based on my
lesson plan…..exciting. I hope to see you on the next level .. and I shall continue my mindfulness journey with happiness Thank you.. thank you. Much love Erica xxx
What did you find most enjoyable/ useful in the face-to-face learning? To be honest everything and being back at Chealsfield! but enjoying the different meditations, using the senses,
mindful walking. The group was lovely and of course Diane was an amazing teacher. The selfstudy was really useful way to bring myself back to focus on how I’m reacting to situations and
giving me the gentle reminder to step back, breathe and refocus. The reflection is good to look
back at and see how I’m growing in being able to mindfully look at the world around me in
more detail. Lindsey
What did you find most enjoyable/ useful in the face-to-face learning? Where to start
? I learnt more about Mindfulness, its benefits, the connection between the Mind and the
Body; how to explain and demonstrate this to myself and others; how to construct and lead a
meditation which I had created; and how to incorporate Mindfulness both in my own life and
as an offering within a healing for my clients, which is my wish. I learnt about several different
types of meditation within Mindfulness. I met Diane, and a lovely group of ladies, shared the
most remarkable 3 days with all and loved every moment, even the presenting having learnt
how to take a breath and calm down before offering something I had created to others; and
that they enjoyed it, a real confidence boost. Minnie
What did you find most enjoyable/ useful in the face-to-face learning? Thank you so
much for the most amazing three days of learning, growing and connecting. You really are a
brilliant teacher, and so kind, thoughtful and giving. Your course has created so many shifts
within, and I'm excited to complete the remainder of the self-study. The lessons and concepts
of mindfulness will help me as a healer because I feel that I understand the mind more, bringing calmness to life in a greater way. It has helped me to enrich what I bring to my clients,
more empathy, love and kindness and beautiful grounding meditations with the knowledge of
mindfulness. Diane’s style of teaching is brilliant, so full of detail interesting and always encouraging and making you think! Daphne
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
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How to play Singing Bowls Workshop 2022 TBA
with Singing Bowl Master Aidan Mcintyre
Chealsfield 10am to 5pm £89

This workshop is designed for Chakra Dancing graduates who would like to
enhance their playing skills and gain greater understanding and knowledge of
this ancient and most powerful of sound healing tools- the Himalayan singing
bowls. Aidan will be demonstrating different playing techniques: including the
different strokes and the use of all types of wands and mallets. Aidan will be
bringing to the Play Workshop many different types of bowls for you to play and
learn about! Aidan will examine the alchemy of the ancient antique bowls and
how to work with their sound frequencies and toning exercises to expand and
uplift consciousness.
The Singing Bowls are excellent tools for Chakra Dancing practitioners and are
especially effective when used for chakra balancing and creative meditation.
Ceremony: when opening and/or closing Chakra Dancing sessions. Many
people find the rich blend of harmonic overtones, which the bowls produce,
have a direct effect upon their chakras. Playing the bowls can have an
immediate centring effect on the body. The tones set up a response that creates
a balance between the right and left sides of the brain. This balance is known as
synchronization. Meditating on the subtle sounds of the bowls tunes one into
the universal sound of OM.
The master quality antique Singing Bowls that Aidan offers are the unique
product of India and the Himalayas. They are hand-forged in Nepal and Bhutan
and are made of an alloy of various metals most commonly referred to as to
bronze. The Himalayan Singing Bowls that Aidan sells are the highest quality
and are selected for their type of metal, age and most beautiful sound. The
Singing Bowls are carefully chosen from the thousands of bowls Aidan comes
across in his work and he will be bringing a selection for sale at the workshop.
Each Himalayan Singing Bowl comes with a hand-made aspen wand, that Aidan
has personally made which produces beautiful soft tones. Aidan feels that
aspen wood is a wonderful partner in the art of playing singing bowls.
Biography: Aidan is an international Singing Bowl Master, Sound Artist and
Gong Master who has twenty five years experience in the field of Sound
Therapy. He performs concerts and facilitates workshops worldwide. He has
worked with autistic and special needs children as well as in hospices and
hospitals. Aidan has made the Singing Bowls his own particular speciality and
has held workshops worldwide.
This workshop will inspire your creative spark and give you the confidence to
successfully include the singing bowls as part of your chakra healing repertoire.
Email info@chakradancing.co.uk for a booking form
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Cacao Artistry for Chakra Dancing
A practical day of introducing the Cacao Ceremony to your Chakra Dancing
& Creative Meditation classes & workshops

2022 Date to be advised
This unique tailor made day workshop is only for graduates of the Diploma in Chakra Dancing and
Creative Meditation and can only be shared within this modality. For the first time, Deya will be
offering training into the art of Cacao Ceremony, to facilitators of Chakra Dancing. In this one day
training you will learn:-

•

The process of Cacao from seed to bean to bar.

•

How to prepare cacao for ceremony, with respect and reverence.

•

Calling in the Spirit of Cacao to assist us, Deya will demonstrate and prepare you to hold safe
and respectful space to share Cacao as a sacrament, as the perfect pre-curser to your Chakra
Dancing offerings.

•

Demonstration of how to prepare the cacao drink for ceremony, other ingredients and traditional
recipes and tasting ceremony.

•

Chant to the cacao, cacao bindi, serving and drinking of the cacao, followed by meditation to
ground into the Earth and Cacao to awaken the connection between our chakras.

•

Teachings on Cacao, history, stories, science, as well as teachings on the journey of cacao from
seed, to tree to bean to bar.

•

Chakra Dancing Session with Cacao Ceremony.

•

Opportunity to buy high grade Cacao to use in your ceremonies.

•

Questions.

•

Certification to use this bespoke Cacao Ceremony within your Chakra Dancing practice.

•

Detailed Cacao PowerPoint presentation and guidelines for you to use for future reference

This is a unique and special opportunity to receive the teachings of Cacao, a direct transmission from
the Spirit of Cacao through Deya, blessing you with all you need to share Cacao alongside your
Chakra Dancing workshops. Deya will also share stories, myths and her story of Cacao.
Deya experienced the power of Ceremonial Cacao in Palenque, Mexico in 2012. In 2013 she studied
with Cacao medicine people in Mexico. She has been sharing Cacao in Ceremony in the Americas,
Europe, India, Indonesia and Australia. She is passionate about bringing awareness of the nutritional
and emotional benefits of Cacao, as well as mindfulness towards nature, ourselves and our community.
Deya believes in the power of the plants, meditation, dance, breath and ceremony, to expand human
consciousness, co-creating a world where nature and humans coexist in love and harmony.

email info@chakradancing.co.uk for a booking form

Wow what a fabulous day we had with Cacao
Artistry with Chakra Dancing last Sunday……
Please see some of the testimonials from the
day…..
Heartfelt and authentic. Loved the whole day,
felt so connected to the Cacao and expertly
guided by the amazing Deya: then flowing so
brilliantly into Chakra Dancing by the
gorgeous Lizzie. Lovely way to spend the day
and I cannot wait to include in my Chakra
Dancing sessions M
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When you Graduate - How about Facilitating a Live Online
Chakra Dancing Class?

When faced with lockdowns, the winter months and the uncertainty of when
a hall or yoga studio space may be available for face to face classes it has
been difficult for some graduates to maintain flow and consistency with
classes.
Many of you have established good solid client bases who regularly come to
your classes or personalised 1 to 1 training, workshops and retreats. Maybe
it’s the time for you to offer some live online classes especially in the winter
months? I have been offering live Zoom classes for graduates every month
throughout 2021 and the feedback has been really good: From how clear
the music sounds, with good volume levels to hearing my instructions
without shouting to clear visuals while dancing to each chakra…..

At the Monthly Wednesday Evening Zoom I will be sharing with you
how you can get the best out of your equipment……
•
External microphone
•
External webcam
•
Speakers
•
Laptop
•
Root to Crown Playlists using the Chakra Dancing Ltd music bank
•
from your graduation USB stick
•
Playlists using New Musical Artists and which chakra they best
•
represent
How to maintain your presence on screen and build your client base at
the same time…….
•
Payments
•
Video dance space
•
Atmosphere
•
Intention
Participants have really enjoyed dancing with me online. In particular the
gathering of everyone at the beginning and closing ceremony to suit and
boot! Like-minded kindred spirits who can express their channelled creative
spark throughout the chakras. A safe place where online we can talk to each
other as sisters and brothers! There is a warmth and united connectedness
to Spirit, and joyful get together which we so need right now. We are not
alone and by sharing the gift of uplifting sounds, laughter, joy and grounding
with Mother Earth and Source we are happy! It allows us to keep focused on
what is real. Make no mistake there is nothing like a face to face class and
the combined energies we radiate out as pure unconditional love, that
internal warmth, rooted into the ground and connectedness to our higher self
at the crown chakra. In and out of lockdowns this offers you a perfect
platform to oversee your flock.

When you graduate FREE registration of Chakra Dancing therapists at
www.chakradancing.co.uk
The register of qualified and insured Chakra Dancing graduates at www.chakradancing.co.uk from the Diploma
in Chakra Dancing and Creative Meditation lists all graduates under “classes” tab who wish their details to be
published.
This is a free service to you and is a fantastic opportunity for members of the public to find you, and the
services you offer. Members of the public and festival organisers throughout the country will be able to access
the register enabling them to ensure they are working with a body of professional Chakra Dancing therapists.
When you graduate promote your classes for FREE on the Chakra Dancing Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/chakradancingtraining/
When you graduate promote your classes or workshops on the Chakra Dancing Public FB page.
This is a wonderful opportunity for the public to find you and your classes and workshops. If you are combining
your Chakra Dancing class with another modality like Yoga, creative meditation etc that is also fine to promote
within the post. We are currently building Chakra Dancing followers to this FB page so they can find your
classes around the UK.
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CHAKRA DANCING
CHAKRA DANCING Ltd MUSIC RANGE©
Made with love for you!
All graduates from the Diploma in Chakra Dancing have
access to the following CHAKRA DANCING Ltd MUSIC©
range to use in their classes, workshops and on stage at
music festivals. Each Chakra Dancing album has been
specifically made to correspond with each of the chakras.
Graduates therefore have amazing, readymade, lovingly
crafted chakra music tracks to dance from the root chakra,
sacral, solar plexus, heart, throat, third eye and right up to
the crown! Each chakra track is around eight minutes long
so you can really immerse yourself in the sounds and
rhythms of each chakra. Please feel free to listen to a short
extract of every track available at:
https://www.chakradancing.co.uk/music-download-store/
Chakra Dancing Albums 1hr Class Session
Chakra Dancing 1 –Root to Crown + Finale Bowls 1 hour long
Chakra Dancing 2– Root to Crown + Finale Bowls 1 hour long
Chakra Dancing 3– Root to Crown + Finale Bowls 1 hour long
Chakra Dancing 4– Root to Crown + Finale Bowls 1 hour long
Chakra Dancing 5– Root to Crown + Finale Bowls 1 hour long
Training Tracks Pick & Mix each track is 7-8 minutes long

•

Rooted and Booted – Root track

•

Spiritual Warrior – Solar Plexus track

•

Sacral Beach Babe – Sacral track

•

Love me Love you – Heart track

•

The 8th Wonder – Solar Plexus track

7Chakra Tribe Vibe - 30 minute workout
Root-Sacral-Solar Plexus-Heart-Throat-Third Eye-Crown
Instrumental Meditations 1-4 tracks 14-18 minutes long.
For longer meditations use “repeat” mode
1 Bird song on a summer’s day
2 Dreamtime Aborigine
3 Cleansing Sea
4 Goddess Guri
5 Tibetan Soul Journey- Instrumental Version 30 minutes and
Narrated Version 30 minutes
6 Animal Whispers- Instrumental Version 30 minutes
*Journey through the Chakras Narrated Version for teacher
daily/weekly practice 30 minutes.

I embrace this beautiful life with all my heart

https://www.instagram.com/
chakradancingwithlizzie/
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https://www.facebook.com/chakra
dancingtraining/

Meditations

I am so thrilled to share with you a project so close to my heart I
had to wait until late Spring 2020 for it to burst into Life!
My Tree Love Meditations have been created in the heart of the
South Downs National Park where I live, love and meditate and
where you complete your Chakra Dancing training.
Many of you have asked me to facilitate more creative meditations
that you can download and meditate with: like the ones I share
with you at the training module. I channelled from Spirit it was time
for me to work with the tree kingdom and I have spent valuable
time in the company of trees and listening to them and their gifts
they wish to share with us all at this very interesting time of
“human evolution.”
This is the first stage of the Tree Love healing meditations as we
get to know each species of tree more intimately and the eco
systems that they support. Each tree recording and audio may be
useful for you when you are facilitating your own meditations in
class, online or out in nature: please feel free to utilise this
knowledge and learning to support you and your dancing
community.
You may be drawn to a specific tree from my Tree Love
Meditations and why this specific tree can help now in an area of
our lives that needs attention.
I have recorded and narrated each tree meditation “Live” complete
with natural bird song and video of each tree on glorious sunny
days. Resplendent in late Spring when the canopy is in full bloom.
My mission has always been to capture the vitality, colour and
energy of each magnificent tree so you can feel the healing
powers wash over you as you listen and gently observe and watch
each tree burst into “Life” before your eyes in technicolour
vibrancy.
I am so grateful to each tree for sharing with me insightful
knowledge, ancestral heritage and heartfelt intuitive gifts to share
with you. Each meditation is completely unique, as we escape
from our everyday life and morph into the enchanting world of
trees. This was especially so when I was in the sacred company
of a local ancient female Yew tree recorded to be 1,000 years old.
If you would like to listen and watch any of the 12 Disciple Tree
samples please click on the Tree Love link below.
Each creative meditation is 20 minutes long and is £4-5 each.
In total there is just under four hours of creative story-telling and
mind fullness to immerse yourself in

Click on the Tree Love link
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